In the declining phase of the solar cycle, when the new-polarity fields of the solar poles are strengthened by the transport of same-signed magnetic flux from lower latitudes, the polar coronal holes expand and form non-axisymmetric extensions toward the solar equator. These extensions enhance the occurrence of high-speed solar wind streams (HSS) and related co-rotating interaction regions in the low-latitude heliosphere, and cause moderate, recurrent geomagnetic activity in the near-Earth space. Here, using a novel definition of geomagnetic activity at high (polar cap) latitudes and the longest record of magnetic observations at a polar cap station, we calculate the annually averaged solar wind speeds as proxies for the effective annual occurrence of HSS over the whole Grand Modern Maximum (GMM) from 1920s onwards.
Introduction
Properties of the solar wind (SW), the tenuous plasma emanating from the solar corona, have been directly monitored since the early 1960s, soon after the start of the space age. Figure 1a shows the annual means of the solar wind speed at the Earth's orbit in 1964-2010, measured by a number of Earth-orbiting satellites and interplanetary probes collected in the NASA/NSSDC OMNI-2 database. One can see that solar wind speed depicts a cyclic variation, with maxima in the declining phase of the solar cycle (SC), when the polar coronal holes extend equatorwards and emit high-speed solar wind streams (HSS) at sufficiently low latitudes to be detected at the Earth [Krieger et al., 1973; Bame et al., 1976; Kojima and Kakinuma, 1990; Rickett and Coles, 1991; Mursula and Zieger , 1996] .
It is known that the Sun experienced a period of exceptionally high sunspot activity during the 20th century [Solanki et al., 2004; Abreu et al., 2008] , now termed the Grand Modern Maximum of solar activity. Recent observations of declining sunspot magnetic field strengths [Penn and Livingston, 2006; Livingston and Penn, 2009] , vanishing of small sunspots [Lefèvre and Clette, 2011] and the weakness of the ongoing cycle 24 suggest that the GMM has reached its end. Because the maximum of the GMM was already reached during cycle 19 in the late 1950s, direct solar wind observations only exist from the declining phase of the GMM. Moreover, since systematic measurements of the solar global magnetic field started only in the 1970s, no direct information on solar polar fields exists from the ascending phase or the maximum of the GMM.
Geomagnetic activity (GA), i.e., the short-term variability of the Earth's magnetic field, is driven by the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Figure 1b depicts X -4 MURSULA ET AL.: HSS OCCURRENCE OVER GMM the annual means of one of the most commonly used measures of geomagnetic activity, the aa index, since 1920s [Mayaud , 1972] . The aa index depicts a somewhat different solar cycle variation than the SW speed. For cycles 20 and 23, the aa index and SW speed have maxima in the same years, but for cycles 21 and 22 the cycle maximum of the aa index is earlier. Also, the relative heights of the four solar cycle maxima are different in GA and in SW speed. These differences between solar wind speed and the aa index are due to the fact that not only high-speed streams but also coronal mass ejections (CME) are important SW structures driving geomagnetic activity at mid-latitudes, which is monitored by the aa index. However, since HSSs and CMEs have different solar cycle occurrences, they have different relative contributions to geomagnetic activity over the solar cycle [Richardson et al., 2002; Holappa et al., 2014] . While high-speed streams maximize in the declining phase, the CMEs follow the sunspot cycle fairly reliably and are therefore more common around sunspot maxima.
The dependence of geomagnetic activity on solar wind speed is most direct in the auroral region [Finch et al., 2008] , where strong horizontal currents called the auroral electrojets flow in the ionosphere, the ionized layer of the upper atmosphere. During magnetospheric substorms, whose occurrence is maximized in the years of persistent high-speed solar wind streams [Tanskanen et al., 2005] , the westward auroral electrojet (WEJ) is extended in local time and enhanced in intensity, especially in the evening to pre-midnight sector, causing a depletion in the horizontal magnetic field at stations close to the auroral oval.
(This depletion and, thus, the strength of the WEJ is measured by the geomagnetic AL index). In addition to depleting the horizontal field, the WEJ increases the magnetic field poleward of the auroral oval in the polar cap, where the field is nearly vertical, i.e., almost purely aligned in the Z-direction. Note that the WEJ increases the field in both hemispheres, since in the north (south, respectively) the main field is oriented into (away from) the Earth, and the WEJ produces a downward (upward) oriented field in the northern (southern) polar cap.
HSS effect upon the Z-component in the polar cap
Presenting a new way of studying the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling, it was recently
shown [Lukianova et al., 2012] that the annual means of the magnetic field Z-component at polar cap observatories are significantly enhanced during the strongest HSS years. 1952 and 2003, some others, e.g., in 1930, 1941, 1963, 1982 and 1994 and high-speed streams at the Earth's orbit. In fact, ∆Z has cycle maxima in the same years as SW speed (see Fig. 1a ) for all other cycles except for cycle 21, where SW speed attained closely similar values in a few consecutive years (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) . Accordingly, the
annual means of GDH ∆Z and the solar wind speed must be highly correlated. (Figure   3b will be discussed later in Section 5.)
The scatter plot between the annual values of GDH ∆Z and the solar wind speed is depicted in Figure 4a . (We note that it is more correct to present ∆Z in terms of SW speed, since SW speed is the driver of ∆Z and known very accurately while ∆Z is known much less accurately. However, practically the order of correlation makes little difference to the main results.) The correlation coefficient between the annual means of GDH ∆Z and SW speed is r = 0.78 which, for 43 annual data points, yields the zero correlation probability of p = 5.6 · 10 −5 using Student's t-test and an autoregressive (AR-1) noise model. Thus, SW speed describes the long-term evolution of GDH ∆Z during the last four cycles quite well, explaining 60% (r 2 = 0.60) of its inter-annual variation. (Thus, the other possible factors, in particular the IMF strength and orientation, have considerably less influence on GDH ∆Z). Note that the three years (1974, 1994, 2003) One can see in Fig. 4b that, overall, the GDH ∆Z values yield a very good proxy for the solar wind speed at annual resolution for the whole 45-year time interval. As already seen in Fig. 4a , the proxy covers the range of SW speed values very well, reaching the highest peaks and the lowest minima of SW speed. There are very few years when the proxy deviates from the measured SW speed value by more than one standard deviation.
This occurs more systematically only in the ascending phase of cycle 21 (in 1977-1979) , when the estimated speed is too large, and during the maximum years of cycles 21 and 23, when the estimates are low.
The annual SW speeds estimated from GDH ∆Z values (see Fig. 4b ) almost double the time of the directly measured solar wind, covering the whole period of high sunspot cycles of the Grand Modern Maximum. Figure 4b shows the same long-term evolution as 
Local time distribution and secular change of ∆Z
It is interesting to study how the auroral electrojets are seen in the mean daily distribution of ∆Z values and how the current systems evolve in time over the GMM period. 8 hours. Therefore, e.g., the total annual ∆Z values (used above), which are averages of the 24 hourly values depicted in Fig. 5 , are all positive. Figure 5 shows that, in certain years, the WEJ extends over a wider LT range than on an average. This is particularly clearly seen as the extension of the WEJ region from the midnight (top of Fig. 5 ) toward the evening sector (downwards in Fig. 5 ).
(A corresponding extension also takes place in the morning, but generally remains less notable). As seen in Fig. 5 large extensions occur roughly once every solar cycle and, in fact, correspond exactly to the years of the most persistent HSS activity discussed above. 
HSS effect upon the H-component at sub-auroral latitudes
Although the effect of HSSs is more purely observed on the polar side of the auroral oval,
we have studied the long-term evolution of the WEJ intensity also using the horizontal (H) component of the Sodankylä station (SOD, 67.37
• geographic latitude, 26.63 • geographic longitude), which is located equatorward from the auroral oval (at a sub-auroral latitude) and has one of the longest contiguous measurements since 1914. Contrary to GDH, the magnetic activity at the sub-auroral SOD station is not only affected by the HSSs, but also by the storms and strong substorms due to CMEs, which expand the auroral oval more equatorwards than the HSS-related weaker substorms [Holappa et al., 2014] . (Note that we can not use the Z-component to study the WEJ at sub-auroral latitudes).
In order to reduce the effect of CMEs at SOD, we have used SOD observations only around the local midnight, where the WEJ has its maximum (see Fig. 5 ) and where the connection to solar wind speed is most direct [Finch et al., 2008] . Figure 3b Despite the effect of CMEs, the annual means of SOD |∆H| and solar wind speed are also highly correlated, and have a correlation coefficient of 0.79 which, for 45 annual data points, yields the zero correlation probability of p = 1.2·10 −5 . The annual SW speeds derived from SOD |∆H|, together with the speeds obtained from GDH ∆Z (copied from Fig. 4b ) are shown in Fig. 6 . The error bars for speeds obtained from SOD |∆H| were calculated in the same way as for GDH ∆Z. Figure 6 shows that SOD |∆H| values give higher speeds around the sunspot maxima of cycles 19 and 22, and raise the low level around the maximum of cycle 21 higher. They also yield a somewhat higher peak in 2003. These differences are, as noted above, mainly due to the effect of CMEs, which have a larger effect to the |∆H| values of the sub-auroral SOD station than to GDH ∆Z.
Therefore, the results based on the GDH ∆Z more truthfully represent the long-term evolution of HSS activity than those based on SOD |∆H|. Despite these differences, there is a good overall agreement between the results extracted from the two stations at opposite sides of the auroral electrojet. In particular, both stations agree on the uniqueness of HSS activity in cycle 18, and that the year 1952 was the maximum year in HSS activity over the whole GMM. Note that this agreement excludes the possibility that secular evolution would seriously modify the long-term consistency of GDH observations.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have used here a recently presented method based on the Z-component of the magnetic field at a polar cap station [Lukianova et al., 2012] 18) is exceptional. According to solar dynamo theory, the strength of solar polar magnetic fields during a sunspot minimum determines the level of sunspot activity during the next solar maximum [Babcock , 1961; Leighton, 1964; Leighton, 1969; Charbonneau, 2005] .
However, this basic tenet of solar magnetism has remained unverified even for GMM, the highest activity of measured sunspot history, because of the lack of direct observations of solar polar fields. Finally, we note that some earlier studies have indicated fairly strong but no exceptional solar wind speeds in 1952 [Svalgaard and Cliver , 2007; Rouillard et al., 2007; Lockwood et al., 2009; Lockwood et al., 2014] . Typically these studies use various combinations of geomagnetic activity at mid-latitudes (like the aa index in Fig. 1b) , where the effect of CMEs is relatively larger than at auroral latitudes, especially during solar maximum 
